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Approximate Regulation for Nonlinear Systems
in Presence of Periodic Disturbances
Daniele Astolfi, Laurent Praly and Lorenzo Marconi
Abstract— In this work we present a new approach to the
problem of output regulation for nonlinear systems in presence
of periodic disturbances, possibly with an infinite number of
harmonics. We show that, by adding a linear internal model,
approximate regulation is achieved if the disturbance is small
enough. Nominally all the harmonic included in the internal
model are absent in the periodic steady state regulation error.
Furthermore we show that the regulation error can be made
arbitrarily small (in the L2 sense) by enlarging the dimension
of the internal model. The novel approach relies on forwarding
technique. An example is provided to show the efficacy of the
result.
Index Terms— Output Regulation, Internal Model, Approxi-
mate Regulation, Nonlinear Systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of regulating desired outputs to some ref-
erences while rejecting other external signals is generically
known as a regulation problem. Regulation in the linear
(multi-input multi-output) framework has been completely
solved by Francis and Wonham (see [7]) during the 70’s.
In this contribution the authors made also clear what is the
internal model principle, i.e. the fact that output regulation
property is insensitive to plant parameter variations “only
if the controller utilizes feedback of the regulated variable,
and incorporates in the feedback path a suitably reduplicated
model of the dynamic structure of the exogenous signals
which the regulator is required to process”.
Regulation in the nonlinear case, however, is somehow
still an open problem due to the difficulties of extending the
linear paradigm to a more general framework. Equivalent
formulation of the regulation problem and the internal model
principle in the nonlinear case has been developed during
the 80’s and especially in the 90’s by many authors (see
for instance [10] among the others). A breakthrough in
the direction of solving the problem of output regulation
for uncertain nonlinear systems was the crucial observation
made in [13] (and independently in [8], [5] and [6]) that
internal models must not only be able to generate inputs
corresponding to the trajectories of the system, but also a
number of higher order nonlinear deformations. In [2] a
survey on the problem is given, where necessary conditions
for the solvability of the problem and sufficient conditions
for the problem of local regulation has been studied.
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To overcome the problems raised by the nonlinearities,
many different assumptions have been proposed in order to
give a constructive solution to the regulation problem. Most
of the recent works about regulation for nonlinear systems
are using normal forms and minimum-phase assumptions.
Essentially two different strategies are adopted in order
to design the internal model. One approach relies on the
immersion assumption (see [3]) by which the ideal steady
state input can be written as a recursive function involv-
ing the derivatives up to a certain order. This assumption
leads to write the internal model structure in the canonical
observability form. A high-gain approach is then used to
achieve exact regulation of the closed-loop system. Some
recent works ([11], [16]) try to overcome the problem of non-
minimum phase by applying the so called auxiliary problem
first introduced in [9].
In [14] a different approach is proposed. The design of the
internal model is made by the use of a Luenberger observer
of appropriate dimension which asymptotically provides the
so called “friend” (i.e. the ideal steady state input). It is worth
noting that both the approaches rely on high-gain techniques,
whereas in the linear framework high-gain tools are not
needed. Among the different attempts that have been done
in nonlinear output regulation, it is worth also recalling the
approach in [4]. Therein the author proposes a design based
on a high-gain observer, driven by the measured variables,
which provides an estimate of the exogenous signal.
All the approaches proposed in the aforementioned works
are focused on single input-single error systems. As shown in
[1], the possible extension of those approaches to a general
multi input-multi error framework is limited to a very specific
class of square and invertible multivariable systems and
hardly represents a good starting point to address, in its full
generality, the multivariable framework. The main reason is
that the proposed approaches follow a design paradigm of
the form “add the internal model on the inputs and stabilize
the resulting extended system”, an approach not suitable
in many multivariable contexts, such as the ones in which
there are more inputs than measured variables. The different
perspective proposed in [12], rather, follows the different
paradigm “add the internal model on the errors and stabilize
the resulting extended system”, which is the perspective that
is successfully used in the multivariable linear context ([7]).
This motivated the attempt in [12], which addressed the
problem of “shifting” the internal model from the input to
the error for the specific class of single-input single-error
nonlinear minimum-phases systems having a well-defined
relative degree, and successfully extended to a particular
class of multi-input multi-output nonlinear systems in [1].
In the same works the difficulties of pursuing the same
approach to a more general class of nonlinear systems are
also discussed.
In this work we present a new tool along the paradigm of
“adding the internal model on the error and stabilizing the
resulting extended system”. We still insists on single input-
single error systems but considering a very general class of
nonlinear systems not necessarily minimum-phase and not
necessarily possessing a relative degree. In particular, we
develop the idea of approximate regulation, introduced for
instance in [2]. Therein the authors considered the problem of
output regulation for nonlinear systems driven by a linear ex-
osystem. By augmenting the control law with a linear internal
model of a number sufficiently high of harmonics, the authors
show how to achieve local (in the initial conditions of the
system and exosystem) approximate (up to a desired order)
regulation. With respect to existing works, the approach
pursued in this paper is new either for the synthesis of the
control law and for the analysis of the results. The result can
be seen as an extension of [17] in which the same design
and analysis philosophy pursued here was followed in the
specific case of constant disturbances. Here we extend that
framework to the case in which the disturbance is periodic.
The result is based on the well known fact that the solution
of a nonlinear ISS (Input-to-State Stable) system, driven by a
periodic input, is itself a periodic function of the same period.
The analysis is driven by Fourier analysis. By embedding
the internal model with a certain number of harmonics, we
are then able to prove that the spectral components of the
output with the same frequencies are not present in the output
signal. Approximate regulation follows as an application of
the Parseval’s identity.
Notation. i is the imaginary unit (i.e. i =
√−1). dxe is the
smallest integer n larger than x. Given a T -periodic signal
s(t), we define its L2 norm and its L∞ norm as
‖s(t)‖2 :=
√
1
T
∫ T
0
|s(t)|2dt , ‖s(t)‖∞ := maxt≥0 |s(t)| .
II. THE MOTIVATING LINEAR CONTEXT
The motivating context for the approach to (approximate)
nonlinear output regulation followed in this paper is given
by the linear framework developed in its full generality in
the milestone paper [7]. Consider the linear system
x˙ = Ax+Bu+ Pw
e = Cex+Qew
y = Cyx+Qyw
(1)
with state x ∈ Rn, control input u ∈ Rm, regulated
measured output e ∈ Rp and extra set of measured outputs
y ∈ Rr. The exogenous variable w is generated by the
exosystem w˙ = Sw, w ∈ Rs, with S assumed to be
neutrally stable. We assume (A,B) is controllable and the
pair (A, (CTe , C
T
y )
T ) is observable, namely system (1) with
w = 0 is stabilizable by output feedback. The problem of
output regulation amounts to designing a dynamic controller,
processing the measures (e, y), such that the resulting closed-
loop system has bounded trajectories and the regulated error
e is asymptotically vanishing. The solution to the problem
leads to the celebrated internal model principle, claiming
that the controller solving the problem necessarily embeds
suitable copies of the exosystem. In rough words the recipe
for designing the controller follows the following two steps:
1 add p copies of the exosystem processing the errors, one
for each error e, which represent the internal model of
the exosystem;
2 stabilize the resulting cascade system with w = 0
regarded as a system with input u, and measured outputs
given by (e, y) and by the state of the internal model.
In more precise terms, the internal model is a system of
the form
ξ˙ = Φξ + Ge (2)
with ξ = col(ξ1, . . . , ξp), ξi ∈ Rν , i = 1, . . . , p,
Φ = blkdiag(φ, . . . , φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
), G = blkdiag(G, . . . , G︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
),
where (φ,G) is a controllable pair with φ such that it’s char-
acteristic polynomial coincides with the minimal polynomial
of S. The cascade system so obtained is then regarded as a
system with input u and output ye = (e, y, ξ). Such a system
is always observable by the output ye (as a consequence of
the observability of the regulated system (1) and of the fact
that ξ is measured). Furthermore, by applying the PBH test,
such a cascade is controllable by the input u if the following
non-resonance condition is fulfilled
rank
(
A− λIn 0 B
GCe Φ− λIνp 0
)
= n+ νp . (3)
It is worth noting that the previous non-resonance condition
necessarily asks that m ≥ p, namely that the number of
inputs is not lower than the number of regulated errors.
Then, if the previous condition (3) is fulfilled, there exists a
controller of the form
η˙ = Fη + Lye
u = Mη +Nye
(4)
such that the closed-loop system given by (1), (2) and (4)
with w = 0 is Hurwitz. By partitioning the matrices L and
N as L = (Le, Ly, Lξ) and N = (Ne, Ny, Nξ) according
to the definition of ye, the resulting internal model-based
controller is thus of the form(
ξ˙
η˙
)
=
(
Φ 0
Lξ F
)(
ξ
η
)
+
(
G 0
Le Ly
)(
e
y
)
u =
(
Nξ M
)( ξ
η
)
+
(
Ne Ny
)( e
y
)
with the resulting closed-loop system that, denoting by z =
col(x, ξ, η) the full state, can be compactly written as
w˙ = Sw
z˙ = Aclz + Pclw
for appropriately defined matrices Acl and Pcl. Due to the
fact that S is neutrally stable and Acl is Hurwitz, the closed-
loop trajectories are clearly bounded and, having defined by
Πz the solution of the Sylvester equation
ΠzS −AclΠz = Pcl ,
standard arguments can be used to show that the following
holds
lim
t→∞
(
z(t)−Πzw(t)
)
= 0 .
Namely, the closed loop trajectories reach a steady state
given by Πzw(t). Furthermore, by partitioning Πz as Πz =
col(Πx, Πξ, Πη) coherently with the definition of z, it turns
out that the fact that the characteristic polynomial of φ
coincides with the minimal polynomial of S can be used
to prove that
CeΠx +Qe = 0 ,
by which we conclude that the regulation error converges to
zero asymptotically. Remarkably, the regulation requirements
are fulfilled also in presence of changes in the dynamics
(1), for instance due to uncertainties in the controlled plant,
as long as the stabilizer (4) asymptotically stabilizes the
extended system (property known as structurally stable reg-
ulation).
The solution for linear systems presented above, following
the paradigm “add oscillators on the error and stabilize the
extended system”, inspires also the approach presented in
the next section for nonlinear systems. In the nonlinear
context, however, we cannot expect that the addition of a
finite number of oscillators is enough to have zero regulation
error, since an infinite number of harmonics is, in general,
needed to have perfect regulation. Namely, nonlinear internal
model are, in general, needed. The best one can expect is
that the addition of oscillators leads to a reduction of the
regulation error, namely that practical regulation is achieved
with the error bound that decreases as new harmonics are
included in the internal model. This, indeed, is the main
conclusion drawn in the next section for the specific class
of periodic exosystems and for a fairly general class of
nonlinear systems.
III. NONLINEAR OUTPUT REGULATION
We consider nonlinear systems affine in the input of the
form
x˙ = f(x, d) + g(x, d)u, e = h(x, d) , (5)
with state x ∈ Rn, control input u ∈ R and regulated output
e ∈ R. The mappings f : Rn×Rnd → Rn, g : Rn×Rnd →
Rn, h : Rn × Rnd → R are assumed to be smooth enough.
The exogenous signal d(t), which can be considered as a
disturbance to be rejected or a reference to be tracked, is
assumed to be a continuous periodic signal of known period
T . The exogenous signal could be thought of as generated by
an exosystem of the form w˙ = s(w), d = γ(w) even though
the forthcoming analysis doesn’t necessarily rely upon this
description.
In order to streamline the presentation, in this paper we
assume that the full state of the system and the regulated error
e are accessible for feedback. All the design procedure illus-
trated next, however, can be extended to the case in which
only some measured outputs (plus the regulated error) are
available provided that observability conditions are satisfied.
In this respect the main assumption on the regulated plant
is that the origin of (5) with d = 0 is stabilizable by state
feedback with a given region of attraction. Without loss of
generality we thus assume that a stabilizer has been already
designed for the system so that the origin of (5) with d = 0
and u = 0 is locally asymptotically stable. More formally
we assume the following.
Assumption 1 The system x˙ = f(x, 0) is asymptotically
and locally exponentially stable with domain of attraction
an open set S ⊂ Rn.
Following the paradigm illustrated in the previous section
for linear systems, the system (5) is augmented with an
integrator1 and a bunch of L oscillators all driven by the
error e, whose frequencies are multiple of the basic frequency
characterizing the disturbance d, namely
z˙` = −i`2pi
T
z` + h(x, d) , ` ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L } , (6)
with z` ∈ C. The number of harmonics L will be used next
as a design parameter to enforce a small regulated error.
Note that there exists a real realization of order 1 + 2L of
system (6). In the following we shall denote such a real
representation as
z˙ = φLz +Gh(x, d) , z ∈ R1+2L , (7)
where φL and G are appropriately defined matrices.
Coherently with the linear analysis presented in the pre-
vious section, the first result that is given below regards
the stabilisability of the extended system (5)-(6) when the
exogenous disturbance is absent. The stabilisability of the
cascade relies on a non-resonance condition that, in the actual
nonlinear setting, is formulated as follow.
Assumption 2 The following condition holds
rank
(
F − λI G
H 0
)
= n+ 1 ∀ λ = `2pi
T
i
for all ` = 0, 1, . . . , L, where
F =
∂f
∂x
(0, 0) , G = g(0, 0) , H =
∂h
∂x
(0, 0) .
This assumption states that the first order approximation at
the origin of the system has zeros that are not synchronous
with the frequencies of the internal model. Under the previ-
ous assumptions there always exists a state feedback control
law stabilizing the origin of (5)-(6) when the disturbance is
not present. This is formulated in the next proposition that
also claims that the amplitude of the stabilizing control law
is arbitrary.
Proposition 1 Consider the cascade (5),(7) with d(t) ≡ 0
and L ∈ N fixed. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. For any
u¯ > 0 there exists a bounded state feedback control law
φu¯ : Rn × R1+2L → R, with |φu¯(·, ·)| ≤ u¯, such that the
origin of system (5), (7) in closed loop with u = φu¯(x, z)
is asymptotically stable and locally exponentially stable with
S × R1+2L as domain of attraction.
1Note that in the linear case, if the exogenous signal d(t) has zero mean
value the integral action is not needed. This condition, in general, is not
sufficient when nonlinearities are present. For instance the signal d(t) =
sin(t) has zero mean value, but d(t)2 no.
The proof of this proposition follows by using forwarding
techniques noting that the cascade is in feedforward form
(see for instances [15], [17]). Clearly the stabilizing control
law φu¯(·) depends on L that thus must be fixed beforehand.
The previous proposition refers to the system with d(t) ≡
0. When d is not zero, by using standard total stability
arguments ([18]), it is possible to show that if d(t) is
bounded, periodic and small enough, there exists a periodic
asymptotically stable solution for the closed-loop extended
system. This is formalized in the next proposition.
Proposition 2 Consider the cascade (5),(7) in closed-loop
with a stabilizing feedback u = φu¯(x, z). Then, for any com-
pact set Cx ×Cz ⊂ Rn ×R1+2L, containing the origin and
with Cx ⊂ S, there exists a real number d¯1 > 0 such that, for
all t 7→ d(t) T -periodic satisfying |d(t)| ≤ d¯1, there exists
a T -periodic trajectory (x?(t), z?(t)) ∈ Cx × Cz which is
asymptotically stable and locally exponentially stable with
X × Z as domain of attraction, where Cx ⊂ X ⊂ S and
Cz ⊂ Z ⊂ R1+2L.
It is worth observing that the real number d¯1 > 0 depends
on φu¯(x, z). Motivated by the previous proposition we now
study the properties of the cascade system along periodic
trajectories. The main result in this direction is presented
in the following proposition in which, for a periodic error
function e(t), we denote by c0k the k-th Fourier coefficient
of e, i.e.
c0k =
1
T
∫ T
0
e(t) exp
(
2i kpi
t
T
)
dt . (8)
Proposition 3 Let (x(t), z(t)) be a bounded trajectory of
the cascade (5)-(7) such that e(t+ T ) = e(t) for all t ≥ 0.
Then necessarily
c0k = 0 ∀ k = 0, 1, . . . , L .
Moreover, for any compact set Cx ⊂ Rn, for any d¯1 > 0,
d¯2 > 0, u¯ > 0 and ε > 0 such that x(t) ∈ Cx, |d(t)| ≤ d¯1,
|d˙(t)| ≤ d¯2 and |u(t)| ≤ u¯ for all t ≥ 0, there exists L∗ ≥ 1
such that
‖e(t)‖2 ≤ ε ∀ L ≥ L∗ .
Proof: Consider the system (6). It is a a linear system
driven by a periodic function e(t) and the solution z(t) is
bounded. For any ` ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L} consider the solution
z`(t) along a period T
z`(t+ T ) = exp(−i`ωT )z`(t)
+
∫ T+t
t
exp(−i`ω(T + t− s)) e(s)ds ,
where we denoted ω = 2piT . Without loss of generality we
pick t = 0. As a consequence
0 =
∫ T
0
exp(i`ωs) e(s)ds ,
and by using definition (8) we get c` = 0 for any ` ∈
{0, 1, . . . , L} . This completes the first part of the proof.
Now let H1, F0 and D1 be the real numbers defined as
H1 = sup
x∈Cx,|d|≤d¯1
{
∂h
∂x
(x, d)
}
,
F0 = sup
x∈Cx,|d|≤d¯1,|u|≤u¯
{f(x, d) + g(x, d)u} ,
D1 = sup
x∈Cx,|d|≤d¯1,|d˙|≤d¯2
{
∂h
∂d
(x, d)
∂d
∂t
(t)
}
.
It follows that |e˙(t)| ≤ H1F0 +D1 for all t ≥ 0. Moreover,
along any solution, the function t 7→ (e(t), e˙(t)) is continu-
ous and thus square integrable on [0, T ]. It follows that e(t)
and e˙(t) can be expressed by a Fourier Series
e(t) =
∞∑
k=0
c0k exp(i kωt) ,
e˙(t) =
∞∑
k=0
i kωc0k exp(i kωt) =
∞∑
k=0
c′k exp(i kωt) ,
where c′k = i kωc
0
k. By using Parseval’s Identity we get√
1
T
∫ T
0
|e˙(s)|2ds =
√√√√2 ∞∑
k=0
(c′k)
2 ≤ H1F0 +D1 .
From the previous result we know that c0k = 0 for all ` ∈
{0, 1, . . . L}. As a consequence (and by using the definition
of c′k) we get
ω2(L+1)2
∞∑
k=L+1
(c0k)
2 ≤
∞∑
k=L+1
(kωc0k)
2 ≤ (H1F0 +D1)
2
2
.
Again, by using Parseval’s Identity, we get
1
T
∫ T
0
|e(s)|2ds ≤ (H1F0 +D1)
2
ω2(L+ 1)2
.
The proof completes by setting L∗ =
⌈
(H1F0+D1)T
2pi ε
⌉
.
It is worth noting that, when specialized to linear systems
and to the case of disturbances d(t) with a finite number
of harmonics, the first part of the Proposition 3 along with
the result of Propositions 1 and 2 leads to the conclusion
that the regulator u = φu¯(x, z), with z generated by the
internal model (7), solves the problem of asymptotic output
regulation (namely the error converges to zero asymptoti-
cally) provided that all the harmonics characterizing d(t)
are included in φL. As a matter of fact, in the linear case,
the closed-loop solutions converge to the periodic steady
state trajectory (x?(t), y?(t)) which is a periodic function
with the same harmonic content as d(t). This implies that
also the regulation error reaches a periodic steady state
with the same harmonic content as d(t). Moreover, since
its Fourier coefficients associated to the harmonics that
are contained in φL are necessarily zero by the previous
proposition, asymptotic regulation is fulfilled. Clearly, in the
linear case, the result is global, namely it holds for all initial
conditions of the extended system and for all (arbitrarily
large) periodic disturbances. In case of nonlinear systems or
periodic disturbances with an infinite number of harmonics,
the first part of the previous proposition just guarantees that
the harmonics included in the internal model are absent in
the steady state error, without any evident benefit in terms
of regulation error. In this respect the second part of the
proposition claims that the error can be arbitrarily decreased
(in the L2 sense) by adding harmonic on the internal model,
namely by increasing the value of L. By combining the
results in the previous propositions it is then possible to claim
the following theorem which is the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let Cx be a
compact set contained in S, and u¯ > 0 and d¯2 > 0. Then,
for any ε > 0 there exists L? > 0 and, for any L ≥ L?,
there exist a φu¯(x, z) and d¯1 > 0 such that the solution of
system (5)-(7) in closed loop with u = φu¯(x, z) with initial
condition (x(0), z(0)) ∈ Cx × {0} and t 7→ d(t) T -periodic
with |d(t)|∞ ≤ d¯1, |d˙(t)|∞ ≤ d¯2, is bounded, T -periodic
and such that c0k = 0 for all k ≤ L and ‖e(t)‖2 ≤ ε.
IV. EXAMPLE
We consider the following system
ξ˙ = ϕ(ξ, u, d) , e = h(ξ, d) (9)
where ξ ∈ R2, e ∈ R, u ∈ R and
ϕ(ξ, u, 0) = col(ξ31 + ξ2, u) , h(ξ, d) = ξ2 .
Before testing the design procedure presented in Section III,
it is worth remarking a few properties of the system. First,
the system with input u and output e is non-minimum phase.
This implies that, to stabilize the system, the control input u
must necessarily embed a ξ1 component whose steady state is
not zero and, moreover, it must necessarily be equal to zero
when output regulation is achieved. We also observe that
the component ξ1 is not observable from the output e, thus
a state-feedback law is needed. Further, we do not specify
how ϕ depends on d and we make no assumption on how
d is generated except that it is C1 and periodic.In particular
it may not satisfy an immersion assumption (see [3]), i.e.
it may have spectral components at an infinite number of
frequencies. Hence, we have here an example where most
of the recent and common techniques which relies on a
minimum-phase assumption [3], [14], on the notion of friend
[14], or on an immersion assumption [3], [16], [4], cannot
be applied.
For all non zero λ, we have
rank
(
F − λI G
H 0
)
= rank
 −λ 1 00 −λ 1
0 1 0
 = 3.
Hence Assumption 2 is satisfied except that we cannot
add an integral action (i.e. ` cannot be zero). Concerning
Assumption 1, by using standard backstepping techniques, it
can be easily checked that by choosing u = φ1(ξ)+v where
φ1(ξ) = −(3ξ21 + a1)(ξ2 + ξ31)− a2(ξ31 + a1ξ1 + ξ2) (10)
with a1 > 0, a2 > 0, and by applying the change of
coordinates
ξ1 7→ x1 := ξ1
ξ2 7→ x2 := a1ξ1 + ξ31 + ξ2 (11)
the system (9) appears as
x˙ = Ax+Bv , e = h(x) , (12)
where, keeping the same symbol h, h(x) = x2 − a1x1 − x31
and
A =
(−a1 1
0 −a2
)
, B =
(
0
1
)
.
This establishes that Assumption 1 holds after a preliminary
feedback. Following the previous section we extend (12) with
the following internal model
z˙ = φLz +Gh(x) , z ∈ R2L , (13)
where L is a natural number to be fixed. Following stan-
dard forwarding techniques ([15]), a stabilizing law for the
cascade system (12), (13) is v = φ2(x, z) with
φ2(x, z) =
[(
c2(z −ML(x))> ∂ML
∂x
(x)− c1 ∂V
∂x
(x)
)
B
]>
(14)
where c1 > 0, c2 > 0, ML(x) is a matrix whose entries are
polynomials of degree 3 in x, computed as solution of
∂ML
∂x
(x)Ax = φLML(x) +Gh(x)
and V (x) = 12 (x
2
1 + x
2
2). This can be verified with the
following Lyapunov function
U(x, z) = V (x) + (z −ML(x))>(z −ML(x)) .
Proposition 1 is then satisfied by setting
φu¯(ξ, z) = satu¯ [φ1(ξ) + φ2(x, z)] , (15)
satu¯(s) = min
{
1,
u¯
|s|
}
s ,
with x obtained from ξ via (11) and where u¯ > 0.
In the simulations d(t) ≤ 1 is a periodic zero mean value
signal obtained by filtering with a high-pass filter the signal
%(t), generated as
%(t) = sin
(
sin(2pit) + sin(4pit− 0.2) +
sin(6pit+ 0.7) + sin(10pit+ 0.5)
)
.
Figure 1 shows two periods of the signal d(t). The basic
frequency of d(t) is 1 Hz but it has spectral components
at many higher harmonics, as shown in Figure 2 (obtained
by using the command fft in MATLAB). In the design of
(15) the parameters have been taken as a1 = 5, a2 = 3,
c1 = 1, c2 = 50 and u¯ = 50. Figure 3 shows the behavior of
the spectral components of the periodic solution e(t) in the
case there is no internal model (this is obtained by choosing
c2 = 0 in the control law (14)) and in the case where the
internal model is present, with L = 1, . . . , 5. The magnitude
of the disturbance is not changed in the different simulations.
It can be seen from the figure that each time that an oscillator
is added, the relative spectral component is eliminated, and
consequently the L2 norm of the output e(t) is reduced (as
shown in Table 1).
TABLE I: L2 norm and L∞ norm of the error.
L = 0 ‖e(t)‖2 = 2.0916 ‖e(t)‖∞ = 0.2351
L = 1 ‖e(t)‖2 = 1.0823 ‖e(t)‖∞ = 0.0740
L = 2 ‖e(t)‖2 = 0.7495 ‖e(t)‖∞ = 0.0392
L = 3 ‖e(t)‖2 = 0.5806 ‖e(t)‖∞ = 0.0205
L = 4 ‖e(t)‖2 = 0.4683 ‖e(t)‖∞ = 0.0125
L = 5 ‖e(t)‖2 = 0.2428 ‖e(t)‖∞ = 0.0049
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Fig. 1: Two periods of the disturbance d(t).
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Fig. 2: Frequency spectrum of the disturbance d(t).
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we studied the problem of approximate
regulation for nonlinear systems in the case of periodic
disturbances. We considered a class of systems which are
affine in the inputs, possibly non-minimum phase, for which
it may not exist a normal form or for which the relative
degree may not be well-defined. A linear internal model
processing the output is added. The state-feedback design
relies on the forwarding technique and it provides asymptotic
stability of the origin when the disturbance is not present.
If the disturbance is not too large then practical regulation
is achieved and we show that the harmonics included in
the internal model are absent in the periodic steady state
regulation error. Finally we show that the error can be
arbitrarily decreased (in the L2 sense) by enlarging the
dimension of the internal model. The proposed technique
can be easily extended to a more general class of multi-input
multi-output (possibly non-square) nonlinear systems.
Two main questions are still open and further work needs
to be done in order to have a complete answer. First, in
Theorem 1, we do not know how the bound d¯1 on the
disturbance depends on the number of oscillators L in the
internal model. The technical arguments we have found up
to now seem to say, the larger L is, the smaller d¯1 shloud be.
But this is not confirmed by our simulations. Second, it is
still unclear if we can get a zero regulation error with using
an infinite, though countable, dimensional internal model.
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